Rainbow Promise

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

I			

promise

that

Small circular
movement on
temple

to

think

kind

I

will

my
Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

and 		

Small striking
movement
made once

do 		

beliefs			
Fist sits on
finger tips, raise
both hands

helpful.

and

Right thumb tip
brushes left thumb
tip forward and up

Fist on chest

my
Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

Index moves from
temple to flat
hand which strikes
other palm

Fist on chest

about

Middle finger
moves up and
across chest and
ends in ‘Good’

to be

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

Right cupped
hand taps twice
on left palm

best

Brownie Promise

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

I			

promise
Hand strikes palm
deliberately

To

be

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

Right cupped
hand taps twice
on left palm

true

to

that
Fist on chest

myself

Repeated sawing
movement on
knuckles of other
hand

To serve

the

I

Small striking
movement
made once

do 		

will

develop		

Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

Queen

and

my
Fist on chest

my
Hands move
together in a
clockwise circle

my

Right thumb tip
brushes left thumb
tip forward and up

best:

Hands hop
forward
together in two
movements

Sign ‘My’ plus
‘Self’

and

Fist on chest

community,

Index moves from
temple to flat
hand which strikes
other palm

beliefs,

Brownie Promise cont...

Fist sits on
finger tips, raise
both hands

To

help
Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

and

to

Indicate those
involved

people

other

Index firmly
strikes other
palm

Right cupped
hand taps twice
on left palm

keep

the

Brownie Guide

Law.

Guide Promise

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

I			

promise
Hand strikes palm
deliberately

To

be

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

Right cupped
hand taps twice
on left palm

true

to

that
Fist on chest

myself

Repeated sawing
movement on
knuckles of other
hand

To serve

the

I

Small striking
movement
made once

do 		

will

develop		

Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

Queen

and

my
Fist on chest

my
Hands move
together in a
clockwise circle

my

Right thumb tip
brushes left thumb
tip forward and up

best:

Hands hop
forward
together in two
movements

Sign ‘My’ plus
‘Self’

and

Fist on chest

community,

Index moves from
temple to flat
hand which strikes
other palm

beliefs,

Guide Promise cont...

Fist sits on
finger tips, raise
both hands

To

help
Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

and

to

Indicate those
involved

people

other

Index firmly
strikes other
palm

Right cupped
hand taps twice
on left palm

keep

the

Guide

Law.

The Ranger Promise

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

I			

promise
Hand strikes palm
deliberately

To

be

This sign can also
be used as a
generic sign for
both ‘I’ and ‘Me’

Right cupped
hand taps twice
on left palm

true

to

that
Fist on chest

myself

Repeated sawing
movement on
knuckles of other
hand

To serve

the

I

Small striking
movement
made once

do 		

will

develop		

Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

Queen

and

my
Fist on chest

my
Hands move
together in a
clockwise circle

my

Right thumb tip
brushes left thumb
tip forward and up

best:

Hands hop
forward
together in two
movements

Sign ‘My’ plus
‘Self’

and

Fist on chest

community,

Index moves from
temple to flat
hand which strikes
other palm

beliefs,

The Ranger Promise cont...

Fist sits on
finger tips, raise
both hands

To

help
Small sign in
either direction
to suit flow of
other signs

and

to

Indicate those
involved

people

other

Index firmly
strikes other
palm

Right cupped
hand taps twice
on left palm

keep

the

Guide

Law.

